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Dear partners and friends, 

Greetings from Beautiful Kenya!  

Trust this finds you well and enjoying God’s blessing wherever you are located. This year once again I 

can proclaim the Lord’s faithfulness as He has been blessing our work together in leadership training in 

Africa. Thank you so very much for your prayers and support.  

 

By way of update let me say that while we continue with TCL Certificate and Diploma Distance Training 

Programs our new online BA in Transformational Church Leadership (BTCL) is growing too.  This term 

we have had our first students from outside Kenya, one in Madagascar and one in DRC Congo.  Next 

term we have a group of 19 from Uganda completing diploma program and joining online BTCL. We 

anticipate 100 students in the program early in 2018.   

 

From beginning of this year, I have been working hard at shaping the ongoing BTCL online program 

while at the same time trying to see how I can transition back to Canada.  After 43 years in Kenya it is 

like leaving one home to go back to another but the calendar dictates it must be done.  There is much 

encouragement from the university leadership for me to continue online engagement with the program 

and that may well ease the transition shock as I detach from here and adjust to life in Canada. 

 

Again, I want to thank you for your wonderful support over many years.  I truly salute the PAOC 

Fellowship for having stood with me through this long journey and the fulfillment of a God-given vision 

– it has been beyond expectations.  I am hoping to record it more fully in days ahead. I now say, above 

all to God be the glory for great things He has done and what He is yet to do through the ongoing TCL 

Program at Pan Africa Christian University.  I have no doubt that by God’s grace the good and much 

fruit will be multiplied in the days ahead!  We serve a God who does just that! 

 

I have been slow in determining date of flight for various reasons but now booked to leave Kenya on 28th 

July and arriving 29th in Bathurst, NB as first stop in Canada.  Looking forward to seeing many of you 

soon.    

 

Thanks for holding my hands in prayer and filling them too with needed support for which only the 

Lord can adequately reward and bless you and even enable you to continue to abound in such giving to 

Missions.  These verses seem to express it best:  Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, immovable, 

always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labor is not in vain. (1 Cor. 15:58) 

God is not unjust; he will not forget your work and the love you have shown him as you have helped his people 

and continue to help them. (Heb 6:10).  

 

With many personal thanks, 

       Helen  

Rev. Helen MacMinn 

New Contact:  helenmacminn@gmail.com 
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